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Abstract
Wepresentanewdisplacementmeasuringtechniquewithsimplicity,
robustness,highsensitivityandwidemeasurementrange.Asetofa
frequencyshifterandavoltage‑frequencyconverterisusedtolocka
homodyneinterferometeronthehalf‑brightfringebyeliminatingthe
Dopplerfringeresultingfrommirrormotion.Themirrordisplacementis
directlyretrievedfromthefeedbacksignalofafringecontrolloop.By
developingatable‑topinterferometer,wesuccessfullydemonstratedsignal
recoverywithoutsignificantdegradation.Theachieveddisplacement
sensitivityandmeasurementrangeoftheinterferometerwere24nmHzl^2
and1.3mmataFourierfrequencyof0.1Hz,respectively.Thistechnique
wasfoundtohaveapotentialforapplicationtoprecisedisplacement
measurements.Itis,inparticular,suitableforasatellite‑to‑satellitelaser
interferometertodetermineEarth'sgravityfield.
Keywords:laserinterferometer,displacementmeasurement,
satellite‑to‑satellitelaserinterferometer,satellitegravitymission

1. Introduction

The satellite gravity mission aims to map Earth's global
gravity field and to monitor its temporal variations. The

Laser interferometers are widely used in precise displacement
measurements from less than nanometre to the metre

mission's principle is to observe the free‑fall motion of a
satellite in the gravity field; the satellite is continuously

scale. Many interferometric measurements for engineering,

tracked by a global positioning system, andとi non‑gravitational

metrology, lithography and advanced scientific applications

force acting on it has to be separated from the signal by

require high displacement sensitivity and wide measurement

accelerometers (Seeber 2003). The gravity recovery and

range (Charette et al 1992, Halverson and Spero 2002, LISA

climとite

Study Team 2000). The Earth's gravity field determination

gravity field with an accuracy of 1 cm and a spatial resolution

using a satellite‑to‑satellite laser interferometer (SSI) is one

of 500kn‑ by measuring the relative motion between twin

such application.

satellites with a microwave‑ranging system (GRACE Team

experiment

(GRACE)

was

launched

to

resolve

the

1998). However, further information on the gravity field
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Verror
Figure 2. Conceptual design of a differential displacement

Figure 1. The concept of the satellite gravity mission proposed in
Japan・ Twin satellites will be launched into a neaトpolar orbit of
450 km altitude and fly 50 km apart. The satellites are tracked by a
global positioning system (GPS) and the non‑gravitational forces
acting on them are measured with precision accelerometers (ACCs).
A laser interferometer is employed to detect the relative motion
between the satellites. A laser and photodiode (PD) are contained in
a lead satellite 1. The laser beam emitted from satellite 1 is directly
reflected by following satellite 2.

measurement using an interferometer with a set of a frequency
shifter and a voltage‑frequency converter. E: light 丘eld, V: voltage,

vf¥ earner frequency, jc: displacement, BS: beamsplitter, M: mirror,
PO: pick‑off plate, PD: photodiode, FS: frequency‑shifter and V‑F
converter: voltage‑frequency converter.

simple and sn‑all electronics are required for the satellite
gravity mission we plan.
On the other hand, the homodyne interferometer uses
one laser frequency for both arms of the interferometer. The

(Fukuda et al 2003). The mission goal is to detect changes

displacement signal is directly proportional to the interference

in the geoid with millimetre‑level accuracy and shorter spatial

fringe, and thus simple electronics for the signal extraction

resolution of 100 km. The mission concept is illustrated in

is allowed because of no demodulation process.

丘gure 1. An SSI will be employed to measure the relative

is particularly important for the satellite gravity mission.

velocity change of lOnms between two satellites in a
measurement band from 10 Hz to 1Hz. The maximum

However, there also exist periodic errors in this interferometer,

relative velocity of the satellites is predicted to be 10 cm s‑1

studies (Augustyn and Davis 1990, Wu and Su 1996).

in low Earth orbit with an eccentricity of 1.6 × 10

This

which are caused by optical mixing according to previous

(Otsubo

In this paper, we present a new technique for displacement

2002). Thus, interferometnc displacement measurement with

measurement using a homodyne interferometer with a set of a

a wide measurement range and high sensitivity in the low‑

frequency shifter and a voltage‑frequency converter. It has

frequency band is one of the key technologies to attain the

several features: simplicity, robustness, wide measurement

mission goal.
The laser interferometers available for the SSI can be

range and high sensitivity. Additionally it is, in principle,

classified into heterodyne and homodyne interferometers

explicitly designed to simulate the gravity field retrieval of the

by their frequencies (Bobroff 1993).

free of periodic errors. A laser interferometer, which was

The heterodyne

SSI on the ground, was employed for the demonstration of

interferometer uses beams with two different frequencies for

tlle displacement measurement. From the demonstration, our

each arm of the interferometer. The displacement signal is

technique was found to be available for accurate displacement

proportional to the phase change of the interference fringe and

measurement in diverse fields. It is especially suitable for the

is extracted after the demodulation process by the heterodyne

SSI to be employed in future satellite gravity missions.

frequency. Traditional and commercial interferometers have
utilized a two‑mode Zeeman‑stabihzed He‑Ne laser, which

2. Principle

has two c0‑propagating beams with orthogonal polarizations

separated in frequency by a few MHz (Tanaka and Nakamura

The conceptual design of a laser interferometer for differential

1983, Bobroff 1987, Sutton 1987). Acousto‑optic modulators

displacement measurement we propose is illustrated in

were also employed in many experiments instead of the two‑

figure 2. It is based on a Michelson interferometer with a

mode laser to generate the frequency difference in two beams

frequency shifter driven by a voltage‑frequency converter.

(Tanaka et al 1989, Jennrich e/ a/ 2001, Lawall and Kessker

We used a Michelson interferometer in this analysis, but it is

2000). These demonstrations have shown the potential to

applicable to any two‑beam interferometer. The perpendicular
and in‑line arms of the interferometer serve as the reference

measure displacement with over nanometre‑level accuracy
and wide measurement range, regardless of the penodic

and measurenlent arms, respectively. Polarization‑insensitive

e汀ors attributed to the inevitable mixing of polarization

optical components were employed in conjunction with the

and frequency due to imperfect polarizing optics, scattered

laser beams in both arms, consequently free of periodic e汀OrS

light and other factors (Wu etal 1999, Lawall and Kessker

in principle. The velocity of the minor (Ml) is the time

2000). Heterodyne interferometers, however, could have

derivative of the mirror displacement x(t) and given by u(t) ‑

difficulties to be applied to the SSI for the following practical

dx(t)/dt. The frequency of the measurement beam is shifted

reason. Complex electronics related to demodulation for

by 2vQii{t)/c due to the Doppler effect, where vq and c are the

signal extraction must be loaded into the satellite, although

laser frequency and speed of light, respectively. Therefore,
2407
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themirrordisplacementcanbeobtainedlmn‑ediatelyifthe
Dopplerfrequencyiscorrectlymeasured.
Thefrequencyshifterdrivenwithaearnerfrequencyof
vfcangenerateanartificialfrequencyshiftinthereference
beamby2リ′usingitindouble‑pass.Thefieldamplitude
returningfromeacharmis
E¥‑/Bsn」oexp¥icoo(t‑2L¥/c)+¥4tt/dtvou(t)/c
Vfeedback

‑%sn^oexplia>o(t‑2Lx/c)+i4汀/vddt(1)

Figure 3. Block diagram of feedback control loop. ∫ represents the
frequency response for signal detection. E and H are the frequency
response of a servo filter and that of a voltage‑frequency converter,

Ei‑irBs>*2」oexp¥icoo(t‑2L2/c)+i4jt/vrdt],(2)

respectively. 5 denotes the Laplace frequency variable and <f> is the
integration of Doppler frequency caused by mirror motion.

whererand∫representtheamplituderenectivityand
transmissivity,andsubscripts1,2andBSindicatetheMl,
M2andbeamsplitter.血相/2nistheopticalfrequency.Liand
L.2arethestaticlengthsofthemeasurementandreference
arms,respectively.WedefinedvQii{t)/casvjinequation(1).
Theseheldamplitudesarerecombinedatthebeamsplitterand
produceaninterferencepatternonthephotodiodesplacedat
thesymmetricandantisymmetricportsoftheinterferometer
(PDlandPD2).ThephotocurrentoneachPDiswrittenas

converter is expressed as

where 0 represents the integration of the Doppler frequency,
and it can be written as 2vd/s in the frequency domain.
If tlle open‑loop gain of the control loop is much larger
than unity, the Doppler frequency, proportional to the mirror
velocity, can be obtained more easily by directly reading out
the feedback signal. H usually has a flat frequency response
in the frequency band that we are interested in.
The measurement range of the interferometer would be
practically restricted by the output frequency range of the

(4)

whereweassumedr¥ ‑ r‑i ‑ 1 andres ‑ 'bs ‑ 1/V2. The
incident power into the interferometer is written as /q ‑ l^ol"1
The quantum efficiency of the PDs was assumed to be unity for
convenience. Balanced detection, which subtracts the output

voltage‑frequency converter rather than the dynamic range
of the frequency shifter. In such a case; the Doppler
frequency corresponding to the velocity of the moving mirror
should not exceed the output frequency range to maintain the
interferometer operation.

of one PD from that of the other, can enhance the signal‑to‑
noise ratio and suppress the laser intensity noise by common‑

3. Experimental setup

mode rejection. The output of a subtractor (a triangle with '+'
The laser interferometer we set up has two purposes: one is

and '‑'input) is given by

to demonstrate our measuring technique experimentally and
the other is to apply it to a table‑top instrument available to
simulate the gravity field recovery of the SSI on the ground.
Equation (5) yields the ac components of the interference

The interferometer is explicitly designed for application

fringe. Since the first term in the cosine represents the static

to the ground simulator. In the satellite gravity mission

phase and can be cl‑osen at n/2, the time evolutioil of the fringe

conceived in Japan, the SSI is required to measure the relative

is proportional to the integration of the frequency difference
between two beams from each arm of the interferometer. If

velocity change of lOnms‑

between two satellites in the

measurement band from 10 to 1 Hz. This corresponds to a

the carrier frequency v/ is tuned to be exactly equal to the

displとicement

Doppler frequency vj by a feedback control loop, Verror is

Fourier frequency. Therefore, it was set as a primary goal

maintained at the zero point. The interferometer is locked
at the half‑bright fringe. The mirror displacement can be

for the experimental demonstration. The measurement range
needed for the SSI simulation will be satisfied in the next

obtained by monitoring the feedback signal to the voltage‑

development phase, and it is out of scope of this work.

sensitivity

of

1.6//

nmHz̲i/

where

/

is

the

frequency converter.
The block diagram of the feedback control loop is

3.∫. ∫/uerfeJometer with♪‑equency shifters

shown in hgure 3, where E and H represent the frequency
response of a servo filter and that of a voltage‑frequency

The experimental setup of the laser interferometer for

converter, respectively. / denotes the frequency response

displacement measurement is shown in figure 4. We employed
a modified Mach‑Zehnder laser interferometer. The light

for signal detection. ¥/s converts frequency modulation to
phase

modulation,

where

s

is

the

Laplace

frequency

vanこiblc.

From figure 3, the feedback voltage to the voltage‑frequency
2408

source is a laser‑diode‑pumped monolithic Nd:YAG laser
emitting 200 mW in optical power at a wavelength of

Displacement measuring technique for SSI

frequency shift. Consequently, the frequency modulator
in the measurement arm would be removed as shown in
figure 2.

3.2. Voltage‑frequency converter
The voltage‑frequency converter consists of a direct digital
synthesizer (DDS), a digital signal generator (DSG) and a
double‑balanced mixer (DBM). The outputs of the DDS and
DSG are up‑converted by the DBM to produce a carrier at
77.5 MHz for driving the AOD. The obtained ca汀Ier is applied
to the AOD after amplification and band‑pass filtering. The
DSG oscillating at a fixed frequency of58.5 MHz is commonly
used in two voltage‑frequency converters (Hewelett Packard:
ESG‑D4000A). The DDS generator is a key device in the
voltage‑frequency converter (Digital Signal Technology, FIX‑
DBM2

DDS2
1 9MHz

Frequency
reference

20 SPl). An analogue signal from a 10 bit digital‑to‑
analogue (D/A) converter with a sampling frequency of

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the Mach‑Zehnder interferometer
for differential displacement measurement. BS: beamsplitter, CM:
concave mirror, QWP: quarter waveplate, PD: photodiode, AOD:
acoust0‑optic deflector, DDS: direct digital synthesizer, DSG:
digital signal generator and DBM: double‑balanced mixer.

50 MHz is low‑pass filtered to obtain a sine wave with
acceptable distortion. The frequency of the sine wave can
be phase‑continuously tuned around a centre frequency of
19 MHz by acontrol voltage applled through a 16 bit analogue‑
to‑digital (A/D) converter. The frequency resolution is set

1064 nm (InnoLight, Mephisto 200NE). It oscillates at a single
frequency, TEMoo‑mode with linear polarization. The laser is
a reasonable choice considering its low intrinsic noise.
A p‑polarized laser beam through a Faraday isolator
is divided by a beamsplitter (BS 1) into an in‑line and a
perpendicular arm. The in‑line arm serves as a reference arm,
in which a frequency shifter tunes the laser frequency to lock
the interferometer at the half‑bright fringe. The perpendicular
arm is a measurement arm. Another frequency shifter is
equipped as a simulation signal generator. It produces the
pseudo‑Doppler shift to simulate the SSI in Earth's gravity
field; the mirror displacement required for the SSI simulation
is not practical if a mechanically moving mirror is employed.
This arm is constructed parallel to the in‑line arm to reduce
common‑mode noise resulting from the environment.
The frequency shifter is composed of an acousto‑optic
deflector (AOD), a quarter‑wave plate and a concave mirror.
The laser beam is modulated in frequency by the AOD
(Brimrose: TEM‑80‑2‑1064).

The resultant changes in

diffraction angle by the frequency modulation are cancelled by
doubly passing the beam through the AOD in combination with
the concave mirror. The concave mirror reflects the beam back
一

to the same optical path by placing it with its centre of curvature
from the AOD. The quarter‑wave plate flips the polarization of
the laser beam from p‑polanzation to s‑polanzation so that the
laser beam coming back from the frequency shifter is separated
from the incident beam by a polarizing beamsplitter.
The laser beams from both arms are superimposed on
the BS2, and an interference fringe is formed on two Si‑PIN

at ll.64 mHz to generate the pseudo‑Doppler frequency
shift corresponding to a velocity change of 12nms . The
output frequency range of 762.839 Hz is restricted by the
resolution of the A/D converter. This is insufficient for
the simulation of the global Earth's gravity field recovery of the
SSI, which needs to produce a Doppler fringe up t0 200 kHz at
a Fourier frequency of 0. 1 8 mHz. We think, however, there are
no obstacles to producing such a frequency shift. An individual
DDS generator with a 24 bit △∑ A/D converter could be
utilized as an auxiliary frequency actuator instead of the DSG
generator, and it allows the frequency of the measurement
beam to be shifted by more than 390 kHz at 0.18 mHz.
The extension of output frequency range will be addressed
in the next phase of simulator development.
The DDS generator we employed is designed to update
a new frequency within 140(is and has a phase delay of less
than 150‑ at a Fourier frequency of 1 kHz. This is because
the feedback loop for interferometer locking needs a control
bandwidth of 1 kHz with a reasonable design for the feedback
servo. The residual motion around the locking point results
in the degradation of the feedback loop performance. The
required feedback gain is more than 200 dB at 0.18 mHz to
suppress the residual fluctuation within 1/100 of the laser
waveler唱th.
The phase noise of voltage‑frequency converters appears
in the simulator output as a spurious signal. Since the DDS
generator was a substantial part of the noise owing to poor
stability in the internal reference clock, an external clock of

10 MHz from a hydrogen‑maser frequency standard was
provided to decrease the phase noise.

photodiodes (PDl and PD2).
Typically AODs generate an inevitable Doppler shift in

3.3. Servo electronics

the optical frequency by radio frequency. For dealing with
the Doppler frequencies that approach zero, the AOD in the

A differential amplifier excludes the influence of the laser

simulation signal generator is also used to shift the optical

intensity noise from the signal detected by the PDs. The

frequency by the same frequency shifted in the reference

signal from the amplifier is appropriately filter‑amplified by

arm. An alternative technique is to employ an additional

servo electronics and directed towards the voltage‑frequency

AOD in the frequency shifter, which only cancels the optical

converter in the in‑line arm to control the motion of the fringe
2409
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noise level is below 2.4/′nmHz 1/ between lO Hz and
1 Hz. The laser power on each PD was about 12 mW
とifter

attenuation

using

a

neutral

density

filter.

The

shot

noise level corresponding to the photocurrent was calculated
to be 1.4 × !CT15mHz‑1/ The velocity noise spectrum
is also shown in figure 6(b). The measured noise level of
15 nmsl/2 Hzl'is no significant level to detectchanges in the
geoid with millimetre‑level accuracy.
The present displacement noise level is not intrinsic to
the displacement measuring technique. The displacement
noise below 0.1 Hz was dominated by the phase noise of
the DDS generator in the voltage‑frequency converter. It
was revealed from a calibrated error signal of a phase noise
nleasurement, in which one DDS generator is phase locked
to the other with a phase‑locked loop. The peak at 0.14 Hz
Figure 5. Measured open‑loop transfer function of the feedback
control system. The bold line and dots represent calculated and
measured open‑loop transfer functions of the feedback control loop,
respect ively.

and its harmonics in the noise spectra were also found to be
caused by the generator. They will be removed by replacement
with DDS generators with lower phase noise. The air density
variations propagating to the optical components influenced
the displacement measuremelit between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz,
since the interferometer was constructed on an optical table
in air without special isolation for such noise. It should
be noted that any optical path length fluctuations inside the
AOD in the reference arm will be indistinguishable from
the signal. The optical path length fluctuation ∂L caused
by the temperature fluctuation of the AOD is given by 8L ‑
2L(dn/dt)∂T, whereL is the length of the AOD crystal, dn/dT
represents the temperature coefficient of refractive index of
the crystal and ∂T is the temperature nuctuation. For the
properties of tellurium dioxide (TeO2) used for the AOD, the
co汀esponding displacement noise level was estimated to be
below 8nn一Hz‑1/ at 0.1 Hz with the measured temperature

fluctuation of less than 20mK Hz‑1/ This noise level is still
lower than the present sensitivity of the interferometer.
For the evaluation of the performance of our
interferometer, we measured the residual spectrum of the
displacement signal reconstructed in the feedback signal with

Figure6.(a)Displacenlentnoisespectrumand(o)velocitynoise
spectrumofMach‑Zehnderinterferometer.Thegoalsensitivityof
theSSIforaJapanesesatellitegravitymissionisalsoindicatedby
thegreylines.

respect to the simulation signal applied to the signal generator.

We electrically subtracted the simulation signal from the
feedback signal during the simulated signal injection. The
injected signal was a synthesized sine wave swept from
4 × 10 JHz to 1 Hz in 2500 s and its amplitude was

pattern.Theservoelectronicsweredesignedconsideringthe
lowelectronicnoiseperformanceandthecompensationofthe
phasedelayduetotheDDSgenerator.

predetermined to be about 10‑6 mHz‑1/ in displacement at
10 mHz, which is equivalent to the expected change in the
inter‑satellite range caused by variations in the gravity field
(Kim 2000). In figure 7, the solid and dotted lines indicate the

4.Experimentalresults

residual spectrum and the feedback signal spectrum during
the injection of the simulation signal, respectively. The

Themeasuredopen‑looptransferfunctionofthefeedback
controlsystemisplottedinfigure5.Thecontrolbandwidth
wasapproximately1kHz,andtheopen‑loopgainachieved
wasmorethan200dBbelow4mHz.Thecontrolbandwidth
isrestrictedbythesamplingfrequencyoftheA/Dconverter
intheDDS1.Thedipsinthegaincurveat7.1kHzand
I^TT̲1
itsharmonicsoriginatefromthetransferfunctionofA/D

displacement noise spectrum of the interferometer has also

conversion.
Figure6{a)showsthedisplacementnoisespectrumof
theinterferometerestimatedfromthefeedbacksignaltothe
voltage‑frequencyconverter.Itwillprovidethelimitation

prlllciple. Periodic e汀ors were not observed at the cu汀enl

ofthedisplacementsignalretrieval.Thedisplacement

for controlling the motion of the interference fringe. The

2410

been shown by the dashed line for comparison. The residual
spectrum and the displacement noise spectrum are in good
agreement.

Therefore,

it

wとis

found

that

the

simulation

signal was successfully reconstructed in the feedback signal
without significant degradation. Our interferometer is not a
polarization interferometer, and thus free of periodic errors in
sensitivity level.
The present measurement range was limited by the
output frequency range of the voltage‑frequency converter

Displacement measuring technique for SSI

employed to improve the accuracy and spatial resolution of
the gravity field. The constructed interferometer is now
being applied to the development of a ground simulator
that will be used to demonstrate the gravity field retrieval
with unprecedented accuracy from the pseudo‑Doppler shift
co汀esponding to the relative motion of twin satellite in the
gravity丘eld. The ground simulator will be valuable to study
the feasibility of the SSI in future missions.
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solid and dotted lines are the residual spectrum and the feedback
signal spectrum to the frequency shifter, respectively. The dashed
line indicates the displacement noise spectrum of tlle
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obtainable frequency shift on the reference beam is about
1.5 kHz, which co汀esponds to 0.8 mm s in allowable mi∬or
velocity. Any mirror motion within this velocity range can
be measured with the achieved sensitivity. The measurement
range in displacement is estimated to be 129/∫ 〝m・
The lock acquisition of the interferometer had no
difficulties, even if a high frequency Doppler fringe appeared
in the interferometer output. The interferometer could be
locked immediately after feeding back the control signal to the
voltage‑frequency converter. The long‑term reliability of the
interferometer was tested simultaneously with the sensitivity
measurement. There was no signi丘cant degradation in the
sensitivity during the long‑term operation of the interferometer
over several hours.
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